ROUTE 2
HOTEL SHUTTLE INFORMATION

SCHEDULE

- HOTELS & BOARDING LOCATIONS

**SHE SCHEDULE**
**SIGNAGE**
**TRAVEL INFORMATION**

**ROUTE MAP**

**INBOUND**
- **DEPARTING: HOTELS**
  - SERVICE TO: McCormick Pl.
  - EVERY 15 - 20 MINUTES

**CENTER CITY EXPRESS**
- NE CORNER OF ILLINOIS ST. AND MICHIGAN AVE. (NE Corner of the InterContinental Hotel)
- EVERY 5 - 10 MINUTES

**OUTBOUND**
- **DEPARTING: McCormick Pl.**
  - SERVICE TO: HOTELS
  - EVERY 15 - 20 MINUTES

**HOTEL SHUTTLE INFORMATION**

- **RENAISSANCE HOTEL** - CURBSIDE ON WACKER DR.
  - SERVICING:
    - Langham Chicago
    - Londonhouse Chicago
    - Pendry Chicago
    - theWIT - A DOUBLETREE HOTEL
    - Virgin Hotels Chicago

- **HYATT REGENCY CHICAGO** - CURBSIDE ON WACKER DR., EAST TOWER ENTRANCE
  - SERVICING:
    - Arlo Hotel (formerly Hotel Julian)
    - Fairmont Chicago Millennium Park
    - Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel
    - Swissôtel

**INBOUND**
- Sun., Nov. 26 - Wed., Nov. 29
  - 6:45 AM - 11:00 AM
- Thurs., Nov. 30
  - 6:45 AM - 11:00 AM

**OUTBOUND**
- 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
- 2:00 PM - 6:15 PM
- 2:00 PM - 4:30 PM

**TIME TO McCormick Place:** 20 - 25 MINUTES

SCAN OR CODE FOR 'REAL TIME' SHUTTLE INFORMATION OR TO DOWNLOAD THE SCHEDULE!

**TRANSPORTATION MANAGED BY:**

PLEASE CALL 877-899-0986 DURING HOURS OF OPERATION FOR HOTEL SHUTTLE INFORMATION OR SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION. FOR AFTER HOURS INQUIRIES, PLEASE EMAIL RSNATRANSPORTATION@RHODEPLANNING.COM.